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PERIOD POLYNOMIALS FOR PICARD MODULAR
FORMS
SHELDON JOYNER
Abstract. The relations satisfied by period polynomials associ-
ated to modular forms yield a way to count dimensions of spaces of
cusp forms. After showing how these relations arise from those on
the mapping class group PSL(2,Z) of the moduli space M0,4 of
genus 0 curves with 4 marked points, the author goes on to define
period polynomials associated to Picard modular forms. Relations
on these Picard period polynomials are then determined, and via
an embedding of a monodromy representation of the moduli space
M0,5 of genus 0 curves with 5 marked points in PU(2, 1;Z[ρ])
(where ρ denotes a third root of unity), they are related to the
geometry of M0,5.
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2 sheldon joyner
Introduction
In this paper, period polynomials associated to Picard modular forms
are defined, by analogy with the usual period polynomials associated to
modular forms. Relations satisfied by these Picard period polynomials
are given and linked to the geometry of the moduli spaceM0,5 of genus
0 curves with 5 marked points.
Period polynomials allow for the determination of the dimension of a
given space of cusp forms, by providing an isomorphism thereof into
an explicit Euclidean space. This is the well-known Eichler-Shimura-
Manin isomorphism as discussed for example in [Lan76], and finding
the relevant Euclidean space is tantamount to determining relations on
the period polynomials. As Brown observed in [Bro13], one of these
relations is reminiscent of the hexagonal relation on the Grothendieck-
Teichmu¨ller group GT . In fact, this three term symmetry relation
satisfied by the period polynomials for modular forms [GKZ06] is the
same as the logarithmic (Lie algebra) version of the hexagonal relation
satisfied by associators [BND12]. Of course this is not a coincidence.
It may be explained using a simple geometric argument based upon an
explicit realization of PSL(2,Z) as a group of paths in P1\{0, 1,∞}
developed by the author in [Joy14] (see also §2.5 of Schneps’ article
in [BFL+99]), as shown in §1 below. The deeper story is that the
group-like elements of the image of the Betti-de Rham comparison iso-
morphism for unipotent completions of the topological and algebraic
fundamental groups of P1\{0, 1,∞}, (cf. [Del89]), when suitably inter-
preted may be identified with elements of GT (see also §4 of Kedlaya’s
unpublished notes [Ked03] in conjunction with [Joy14]). The asso-
ciation of the Eichler-Shimura-Manin theory of PSL(2,Z) with the
Grothendieck-Teichmu¨ller group that arises in this way is thus an echo
of the work of Brown and Hain in realizing a version of the Eichler-
Shimura-Manin isomorphism as a special case of the Betti-de Rham
comparison isomorphism over the moduli space M1,1 of elliptic curves
- cf. [BH18], in which a cohomological construction using a period
polynomial associated to a weakly modular form yields the comparison
isomorphism in a particular case.
The reason that the hexagonal relation in GT is linked to the geometry
of P1\{0, 1,∞} has to do with the fact that the latter may be iden-
tified with the moduli space M0,4 of genus 0 Riemann surfaces with
4 marked points, since GT is in fact the automorphism group of the
tower of (profinite completions of) the fundamental groupoids T0,n of
the respective moduli stacks M0,n of genus 0 surfaces with n marked
points (cf. [Dri91]). It is known that all relations in this tower come
from the n = 4 and n = 5 cases. This begs the question of whether
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a version of Eichler-Shimura-Manin over a suitable explicit group G
of paths in M0,5 could be developed. The purpose of this paper is to
present a first step in this direction, in providing the definition of an
analogue of the period polynomials in this situation, investigating their
symmetry relations, and relating the latter to the geometry of M0,5.
On the De Rham side of the story, one reason that the moduli space
M0,4 appears is that it serves as a parameter space for elliptic curves
via the Legendre form of the Weierstrass equation. The moduli space
M0,5 on the other hand serves as a parameter space for Picard curves
(cf. [Shi88]) and for certain hyperelliptic curves of genus 3 (cf. [Mat89])
in a similar way. These two cases correspond to the situations in which
the centralizer ΓM of a corresponding element M of finite order in the
modular group Sp(3,Z) is unitary (as is discussed in [Run97]). In the
Picard curve case it turns out that ΓM ≃ PU(2, 1;Z[ρ]) consists of the
matrices with entries in Z[ρ] in the projectivization of a unitary group
of 3×3 matrices preserving a certain Hermitian form and ρ denotes the
third root of unity exp(2pii/3). Now in [FP06], Falbel and Parker pro-
vided explicit presentations for PU(2, 1;Z[ρ]) along with a fundamental
domain in the universal cover. Together with the geometric analysis
of Shiga in [Shi88] and Runge’s definition of Picard modular forms for
PU(2, 1;Z[ρ]) in [Run97], this work serves as a crucial ingredient in the
definition given here of the Picard period polynomials.
The organization of the paper is as follows: §1 begins by assembling
known facts relating to the monodromy representation for P1\{0, 1,∞}
coming from the period mapping for elliptic curves, and the associated
explicit realization of the mapping class group as a space of paths on
P1\{0, 1,∞} given in [Joy14] is explained. Next, the usual period poly-
nomials Pf (X0, X1) are defined and the (known) symmetry relations
they satisfy are proven entirely from consideration of the geometry of
P1\{0, 1,∞}. Indeed, if −→01 denotes a tangential basepoint (see §1.1 for
the definition) at 0 in the direction of 1, s is the tangential path from−→
01 to
−→
10 and t denotes a loop in the upper half plane in P1\{0, 1,∞}
from
−→
01 to
−→
0∞, and concatenation of paths occurs via a twisting by an
S3-action (again see §1.1 below for the details); then we prove:
Theorem A. Every contractible path in pi1(P
1\{0, 1,∞},−→01) gives a
relation on Pf (X0, X1). In particular,
(1) Pf (X0, X1) = −Pf (−X1, X0)
corresponds to the path s ◦ s = 1 and
(2) Pf (X0, X1) + Pf(−X0 −X1, X0) + Pf (X1,−X0 −X1) = 0
corresponds to the contractibility of the hexagonal path (s ◦ t)3.
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In §2, period polynomials associated to Picard modular forms are de-
fined. These forms are modular for the group PU(2, 1;Z[ρ]), into which
a (non-faithful) monodromy representation for M0,5 associated to the
period mapping for Picard curves is known to embed (cf. [Shi88]). In
an effort to emulate the extension of the monodromy representation
in the M0,4 situation a surjective homomorphism of a group G(4)(01,01) of
certain explicit paths in M0,5 onto PU(2, 1;Z[ρ]) is then given.
The Picard period polynomial associated to the Picard modular form
f of Picard type M (in terminology of Runge - see §2.2 below) is next
defined, by
Pf(X0, X1, X2) =
∫
D
f(z1, z2)(z1X0 + z2X1 +X2)
3k−3dz1 ∧ dz2
where D is a certain 2-simplex in the two complex variables z1 and z2
on the Siegel domain (complex hyperbolic space)
H2C = {[z1 : z2 : 1] ∈ P2(C) : 2 Re (z1) + |z2|2 < 0}
and X0, X1 and X2 are formal variables. The 2-simplex D is defined
by analogy with the path in the upper half space over which the usual
(elliptic) period polynomials are defined. After establishing the non-
trivial fact that the integral converges, we go on to prove:
Theorem B. The period polynomial Pf(X0, X1, X2) for the Picard
modular form f of type M and weight k satisfies the following rela-
tions, each of which corresponds to a defining relation for a certain
presentation of PU(2, 1;Z[ρ]) :
(3) Pf(X0, X1, X2) = −Pf (X2,−X1, X0)
(4)
Pf(X0, X1, X2) + (−ρ2)k−1Pf(X0,−ρX1, X2) + ρk−1Pf(X0, ρ2X1, X2)
+(−1)k−1Pf (X0,−X1, X2)+ρ2k−2Pf(X0, ρX1, X2)+(−ρ)k−1Pf (X0,−ρ2X1, X2) = 0
(5) Pf (X0, X1, X2) + ρ
k−1Pf (ρ
2X0 +X1 +X2, ρ
2X0 − ρ2X1, X0)
+ ρ2k−2Pf(ρ
2X2, ρ
2X2 −X1, ρ2X0 +X1 +X2) = 0
and the pair of relations
(6) Pf (X0, X1, X2) + ρ
k−1Pf (X0,−ρ2X0 + ρ2X1, ρ2X0 +X1 +X2)
= (−ρ2)k−1Pf(X0, ρX0 − ρX1, ρ2X0 +X1 +X2)
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and
(7) Pf (X0, X1, X2) + ρ
2k−2Pf(X0, X0 + ρX1, ρX0 − ρX1 +X2)
= (−ρ)k−1Pf(X0,−ρX0 − ρ2X1, ρX0 +−ρX1 +X2)
coming from a five factor “pentagonal” defining relation on PU(2, 1;Z[ρ]).
Moreover, every defining relation in a certain presentation for PU(2, 1;Z[ρ])
yields one or more of the above relations on Pf(X0, X1, X2).
The relation (3) is the Picard period polynomial analogue of (1) while
(5) corresponds to the Manin relation (2).
Owing to the fact that G(4)(01,01) turns out to be a free group, an explicit
analogue of the topological part of Theorem A has no content. Never-
theless, if z denotes a tangential basepoint of M0,5, as a consequence
of Theorem B we do have the
Corollary B.0. Every contractible path in pi1(M0,5, z) gives rise to a
relation on the period polynomial Pf(X0, X1, X2) for the Picard modular
form f of Picard type M .
The sense in which the relation on Pf(X0, X1, X2) “arises” from a given
contractible path is as follows: either the monodromy representation
can be used to decompose the image of the path in PU(2, 1;Z[ρ]) in
terms of generators of the latter group, or the relation on Pf(X0, X1, X2)
is trivial. The difference from Theorem B is that the S4 action asso-
ciated to PU(2, 1;Z[ρ]) is not faithful on the set of relevant tangential
basepoints ofM0,5. This is why the pentagonal path (cf. [Iha90]) does
not decompose into a five term relation on the Picard period polyno-
mials.
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1. The elliptic curve case
1.1. From elliptic curves to paths in M0,4 corresponding to el-
ements of PSL(2,Z). The Legendre form of the Weierstrass equation
of an elliptic curve Eλ is
y2 = x(x− 1)(x− λ)
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and for each λ ∈ P1\{0, 1,∞} the curve Eλ is isomorphic to the curves
Ef(λ) where f(λ) is an element of the anharmonic group of transforma-
tions of P1\{0, 1,∞} given by
(8) Λλ :=
{
λ, 1− λ, 1
1− λ,
λ
λ− 1 ,
1
λ
,
λ− 1
λ
}
.
There are six such curves for a given choice of λ, unless two or more of
the elements of Λλ are equal, which occurs only when λ is a primitive
6th root of unity or equals −1, 2 or 1
2
(cf. Proposition 1.7 in [Sil09]).
Fix λ ∈ P1\{0, 1,∞}. Then we can regard Eλ as a two-sheeted cover
of the x-sphere by making branch cuts on two respective copies P0 and
P1 of P
1\{0, 1,∞} along the geodesics γj0 between 0 and ∞ and γj1
between 1 and λ in Pj for j = 0, 1, and gluing along these cuts. Now
let Aλ denote a loop in Eλ about 0 and 1 which crosses each of the four
geodesics γjk exactly once, and let Bλ denote a loop in P0 about 1 and
λ which does not cross any of the four geodesics γkj . Then {Aλ, Bλ}
may be regarded as a basis of the homology group H1(Eλ,Z).
The periods of Eλ are then
ω1 =
∫
Aλ
dx
y
and ω2 =
∫
Bλ
dx
y
,
and τλ := ω2/ω1 lies in H, the upper half plane.
If we now let λ vary in P1\{0, 1,∞}, then λ 7→ τλ is a multi-valued
map Ψ of P1\{0, 1,∞}→ H, the inverse of which is the classical lambda
function giving the uniformization of P1\{0, 1,∞} by H.
Given γ ∈ pi1(P1\{0, 1,∞}, λ0) for some basepoint λ0, the analytic con-
tinuation of the restriction of Ψ to some simply connected neighborhood
of λ0 along γ gives rise to a map γ 7→ N(γ) via the transformation of
Ψ to N(γ) ◦ Ψ where N(γ) is some automorphism of H - i.e. N(γ) ∈
PSL(2,R). In other words, we have a map pi1(P
1\{0, 1,∞}, λ0) →
PSL(2,R), the image of which is called the monodromy group of Ψ.
Denote loops based at λ0 about 0 and 1 respectively by σ0 and σ1. These
can be viewed as the generators of pi1(P
1\{0, 1,∞}, λ0). NowN(σj) can
be computed via the effect of the analytic continuation along σj on the
homology basis {Aλ, Bλ}. One sees that
N(σ0)
t[Bλ Aλ] =
[
1 2
0 1
] [
Bλ
Aλ
]
while
N(σ1)
t[Bλ Aλ] =
[ −1 0
2 −1
] [
Bλ
Aλ
]
.
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Denoting generators of PSL(2,Z) by
(9) S =
[
0 1
−1 0
]
and T =
[
1 1
0 1
]
one finds that N(σ0) = T
2 while N(σ1) = ST
2S. Since the latter
matrices generate the congruence subgroup Γ(2) ≤ PSL(2,Z), which
is a free group on the two generators, in this case the monodromy
representation is faithful.
Now as Schneps explains in §2.5 of [BFL+99], the fundamental group
of the moduli space M0,n of genus 0 curves with n marked points may
be identified with the kernel K(0, n) of the projection of the mapping
class group M(0, n) to Sn (where n should be replaced by n− 1 when
n = 4); and this identification may be extended to a mapping from
M(0, n) itself to a certain set of path classes emanating from a so-
called real point of M0,n. When the real point in question admits no
automorphisms (which could arise from the orbifold structure onM0,n)
the map is an isomorphism and the path space thus acquires a group
structure.
Schneps gives her map for the configuration space model of M0,n but
an explicit version of this map in the complex model would be very
useful for computations. In [Joy14] the author gave such a map for
the n = 4 case. This yields a correspondence between the elements of
all of M(0, 3) = PSL(2,Z), and certain homotopy classes of paths in
P1\{0, 1,∞}. In order to describe this correspondence, first we need to
introduce the notion of tangential basepoint, which is due to Deligne
[Del89]. To this end, suppose that X = X\S is a smooth curve over
C where S denotes some finite set of points. Then at any omitted
point a ∈ S, it is possible to define the fundamental group of X in the
direction of a specified tangent vector to X at a. A classical way to do
this (cf. for example [Hai94]) is to set
Pv0,v1 := {γ : [0, 1]→ X | γ′(0) = v0; γ′(1) = −v1; γ((0, 1)) ⊂ X}
(where vj ∈ Taj is a tangent vector at aj ∈ S for j = 0, 1), and then
denote the set of path components of Pv0,v1 by pi1(X, v0, v1). When
v0 = v1 this gives the fundamental group based at v0, denoted pi1(X, v0).
Now the anharmonic group Λλ ≃ S3 of (8) both permutes 0, 1 and ∞,
and gives the group of all linear fractional transformations of P1\{0, 1,∞}.
Therefore given a homotopy class α ∈ pi1(P1\{0, 1,∞},−→01,−→ab) where
a, b are distinct elements of {0, 1,∞} and −→ab denotes the unit vector
based at a in the direction of b along the real line in P1(C), the per-
mutation σab ∈ S3 sending 0 to a and 1 to b corresponds to a unique
element of Λλ, say λab, so given any β ∈ pi1(P1\{0, 1,∞},−→01,−→cd) for any
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distinct c, d ∈ {0, 1,∞} then λab(β) ∈ pi1(P1\{0, 1,∞},−→ab,−−−−−→σabc σabd).
But then we can define the product of α and β in
G01 :=
⋃
a,b∈{0,1,∞},a6=b
pi1(P
1\{0, 1,∞},−→01,−→ab)
as the path α followed by λab(β). Now let s denote the tangential path
along the unit interval from
−→
01 to
−→
10, and let t denote the tangential
path from
−→
01 to
−→
0∞ which is a loop tangential to the real line lying in
the upper half plane. In [Joy14], G01 with the group operation described
above is shown to be isomorphic to PSL(2,Z) under the association
of s and t respectively with the matrices S and T of (9). With this
notation a presentation for G01 is:
G01 = < s, t | s2 = (st)3 = 1 > .
The short exact sequence
(10) 1→ K(0, 3)→ PSL(2,Z)→ S3 → 1
is then faithfully represented on
(11) 1→ pi1(P1\{0, 1,∞},−→01)→ G01 → S3 → 1,
where the multiplication on G01 is “twisted” by the action of S3 on
P1\{0, 1,∞} as described above.
1.2. The period polynomials. A function f of H into C is a cusp
form for PSL(2,Z) if f admits of a Fourier series expansion of the form
(12) f(q) =
∞∑
n=1
anq
n
where q = e2piiτ for τ ∈ H, and satisfies
f(γ(τ)) = jkγ (τ)f(τ)
for every τ ∈ PSL(2,Z), where jγ(τ) is the Jacobian determinant
(a10τ + a11) if γ = (aij)0≤i,j≤1. Then
ωf := f(τ)(X0τ +X1)
kdτ
is a differential form on the modular curve since it is invariant under
the action of PSL(2,Z) defined by the usual action
τ 7→ a00τ + a01
a10τ + a11
of γ = (aij)0≤i,j≤1 on H and the analogous action induced by
tγ−1 on
(X0, X1) - i.e. for k = 0, 1
(13) Xk 7→ (−1)ka(1−k)1X0 + (−1)k+1a(1−k)0X1.
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The latter is not how the action on formal variables - which ought to
be thought of as basis elements for homology (cf. [BH18]) - is usually
defined, but will lend itself to generalization later.
Then we define the (elliptic) period polynomial associated to the cusp
form f to be
Pf(X0, X1) :=
∫
i∞→0
f(τ)(X0τ +X1)
kdτ
where i∞ → 0 denotes the (geodesic) path from i∞ to 0 along the
imaginary axis in H. The integral converges because of (12) - cf.
[Lan76].
The classical lambda function λ which gives the uniformization of
P1\{0, 1,∞} by H maps the path of integration to the tangential path
s (cf. [Cha80]), which we associate with the element S of PSL(2,Z).
Theorem 1.1. Every contractible path in pi1(P
1\{0, 1,∞},−→01) gives a
relation on Pf (X0, X1). In particular,
(14) Pf (X0, X1) = −Pf (−X1, X0)
corresponds to the path s ◦ s = 1 and
(15) Pf(X0, X1) + Pf(−X0 −X1, X0) + Pf(X1,−X0 −X1) = 0
corresponds to the contractibility of the hexagonal path (s ◦ t)3.
Remark: The equation (14) is the linearized (Lie algebra) version of
the equation
ΦKZ(A,B) = ΦKZ(−B,−A)−1
satisfied by the Drinfel’d associator ΦKZ(A,B) (cf. [Car01]). Here the
action of S on the formal variables A and B comes from the action of
the anharmonic group on the Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov (KZ) equation
(cf. [Joy14]).
Similarly, (15) is the logarithmic analogue of the hexagonal relation
ΦKZ(A,B) exp(ipiB)ΦKZ(−B,A−B) exp(ipi(A−B))ΦKZ(B−A,−A) exp(ipi(−A)) = 1
In [Joy14] it is shown that these equations for ΦKZ may be seen to arise
from analytic continuation of a specific flat section (namely the poly-
logarithm generating function) of the universal prounipotent bundle
with connection on P1\{0, 1,∞} along s ◦ s and (s ◦ t)3 respectively.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Since the fundamental group pi1(P
1\{0, 1,∞},−→01)
is generated by t2 and s ◦ t2 ◦ s, any contractible loop γ in P1\{0, 1,∞}
based at
−→
01, regarded as an element of this fundamental group, can
be decomposed as the concatenation of the paths s and t; and by
prepending the trivial loop s ◦ s if necessary, γ is homotopic to a loop
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γs beginning with the path s. Then γs lifts to a contractible path
in a fundamental domain for Γ(2) in the PSL(2,Z) action on H, for
example (again cf. [Cha80]) the set
F := {τ ∈ H | − 1 < ℜ(τ) ≤ 1;
∣∣∣∣τ − 12
∣∣∣∣ ≥ 12;
∣∣∣∣τ + 12
∣∣∣∣ > 12},
which starts with the path i∞ → 0. Because of the one-to-one corre-
spondence between G01 and PSL(2,Z), this lifted path (say Gs) can
be viewed as the union of i∞ → 0 under the action of a succession
of elements of PSL(2,Z). Since Gs is contractible, the composition
of these elements of PSL(2,Z) gives the identity and thus we have a
corresponding relation in PSL(2,Z), say An ◦An−1 ◦ · · · ◦A1 ◦A0 = I.
Consequently we have the equation:
0 =
∫
Gs
f(τ)(X0τ +X1)
kdτ
=
∫
A0(i∞→0)
+
∫
A1◦A0(i∞→0)
+ · · ·+
∫
An−1◦···◦A0(i∞→0)
+
∫
i∞→0
f(τ)(X0τ +X1)
kdτ
Now if A ∈ PSL(2,Z), notice that∫
A(i∞→0)
f(τ)(X0τ +X1)
kdτ
=
∫
i∞→0
f(A−1τ)(X0A
−1τ +X1)
kdA−1τ.
But here, f(τ)(X0τ+X1)
kdτ is invariant under the A−1 action. Hence,
f(A−1τ)(X0A
−1τ +X1)
kdA−1τ = f(τ)(AX0τ + AX1)
kdτ
where AXj denotes the image of Xj under the action of A given by
(13) above for j = 0, 1.
The statements pertaining to the trivial paths s ◦ s and (s ◦ t)3 respec-
tively now follow from straightforward calculations, although a few
words are in order to explain the vanishing of certain terms in the
second relation.
First we should remark that since the cusps i∞ and 0 are not in H
the relevant paths must be suitably interpreted. This is easily handled
using a limiting procedure analogous to how we are thinking about
tangential basepoints in P1\{0, 1,∞}.
Now we lift the trivial path around the real line in P1\{0, 1,∞} which
avoids the punctures 1,∞ and 0 via images of t−1 based at −→10, −→∞1 and−→
0∞ respectively - i.e. we lift the path (s◦ t−1)3 = 1. Since s◦s = 1 this
path is equivalent to (s ◦ t)3 = 1. One checks (cf. [Cha80]) that the
upper half of P1\{0, 1,∞} is covered by the part of F with positive real
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part under the uniformizing function λ. The lifting of (s ◦ t−1)3 = 1 is
the boundary of this half of F , with the cusps omitted due to the lifts
of t−1. To be more precise, notice that in F , the geodesic from 0 to i∞
and the geodesic from 0 to 1 are tangential at 0. Therefore the lift of
the image of t−1 under the element of the anharmonic group z 7→ 1− z
corresponding to s, to F , is a path from the tangential basepoint −−−→0, i∞
to
−→
0, 1 (which are identical elements of the tangent space to 0), say ς0,
which effectively omits the cusp from the region bounded by the lift of
(s ◦ t−1)3. The other two lifts of t−1, say ς1 and ςi∞, similarly omit the
cusps at 1 and 1 + i∞ = i∞. (For the latter this is clear from the disc
model of H.)
But then the integrals of f(τ)(X0τ +X1)
kdτ along ςj are zero for each
of j = 0, 1 and i∞. 
2. The Picard curve case
2.1. From Picard curves to a representation of a certain group
of paths in M0,5 on PU(2, 1;Z[ρ]). Ideally we would like to emulate
the M0,4 situation of the faithful representation of path classes on
the modular group, in the case of M0,5. However, the monodromy
representation onto a certain linear group Γ1, which arises through
a similar process to that discussed above in §1.1, turns out not to
be faithful. Nevertheless, a monodromy representation restricted to
a certain subgroup of the fundamental group onto Γ1 can again be
extended to a representation of a certain space of paths emanating
from some (tangential) basepoint in M0,5, onto a suitable analogue
of PSL(2,Z), namely PU(2, 1;Z[ρ]), and this section is devoted to
developing this representation explicitly.
The curves C(x0, y0) given by the equation
w3 = z(z − 1)(z − x0)(z − y0)
for [x0 : y0 : 1] in the space
M := {[x0 : y0 : 1] ∈ P2(C) : x0y0(x0 − 1)(y0 − 1)(x0 − y0) 6= 0}
are genus 3 compact curves known as Picard curves. One sees imme-
diately that the parameter space is none other than the moduli space
M0,5 of genus 0 curves with 5 marked points since this space may be
seen to be isomorphic to
(P1\{0, 1,∞})2\∆
where ∆ = {(z, z) ∈ P2(C) : z ∈ P1\{0, 1,∞}}, by using the cross
ratio. Now, as in the elliptic curve case discussed in §1.1 above, analytic
continuation along paths in the parameter space M0,5 gives rise to an
action on periods of the Picard curves (which could also be viewed
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as an action on a homology basis for H1(C(x0, y0),Z) for some fixed
(x0, y0) ∈ M0,5). This is discussed by Shiga in [Shi88] so we omit the
details but summarize the results we will use here.
Pick x0 and y0 on the positive real axis with 1 < x0 < y0. Then,
following the notation of [Shi88], set
Lx = {(x, y) ∈ C2 : y = y0}
and
Ly := {(x, y) ∈ C2 : x = x0}
and define the following positively oriented loops in Lx based at α0 =
(x0, y0):
δ1, a loop about x = 1;
δy, a loop about x = y0;
δ0, a loop about x = 0;
and the positively oriented loops in Ly also based at α0:
δy,0, a loop about y = 0; and
δy,∞, a loop about y =∞.
These are to be regarded as paths in pi1(M0,5, α0) along which we de-
form C(x0, y0) by allowing the parameter (x0, y0) to vary. This induces
a monodromy transformation as in the elliptic curve case. Here an-
alytic continuation along a path δ transforms the period mapping by
an element N5(δ) of Sp(3,Z) (which acts upon the Siegel upper half
space H3) and Shiga works out the explicit symplectic transformations
corresponding to the δj given above. In this case, there exist relations
among three respective pairs of the periods∫
E
dz
w
for elements E of a homology basis for H1(C(x0, y0),Z) and conse-
quently the action of each symplectic element N5(δ) induces an action
of an element (say g(δ)) of PGL(3,Z[ρ]) on a triple of consisting of one
period for each relation. The g(δ) act upon the two dimensional com-
plex ball H2C (hyperbolic space), which is given in non-homogeneous
coordinates by
(16) {[z1 : z2 : 1] ∈ P2(C) : 2Re(z1) + |z2|2 < 0}.
In keeping with the notation of [FP06] which it will be convenient to
use later, the matrices g(δj) computed by Shiga are given here after
conjugation by
W :=

 0 0 11 0 0
0 1 0

 .
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To wit, they are:
g(δ1) =

 1 0 00 ρ 0
0 0 1

 g(δy,0) =

 ρ
2 0 ρ− 1
0 1 0
ρ− 1 0 −2ρ2


g(δy) =

 1 1− ρ
2 ρ− 1
0 ρ ρ2 − ρ
0 0 1

 g(δy,∞) =

 1 0 00 1 0
ρ− ρ2 0 1


and
g(δ0) =

 1 0 0ρ− 1 ρ 0
ρ− 1 ρ− 1 1

 .
These matrices generate the monodromy representation
Γ1 := {g(δ) ∈ PGL(3,Z[ρ]) : δ ∈ pi1(M0,5, α)}.
Now consider the matrix
J0 :=

 0 0 10 1 0
1 0 0


and set
(17) Γ = {g ∈ PGL(3,Z[ρ]) : tgJ0g¯ = J0}
Then Γ = PU(2, 1;Z[ρ]) consists of the elements of the projectivization
of the unitary group preserving the Hermitian form < r, s >:= s∗J0r
on C3, which can be represented by matrices with entries in Z[ρ].
Here the analogue of (10) is
(18) 1→ Γ1 → PU(2, 1;Z[ρ])→ S4 → 1.
Now in [Shi88], an action of S4 on (P
1\{0, 1,∞})2\∆ is given via ex-
plicit matrices, induced by the permutation of the points
a1 = [0 : 0 : 1], a2 = [0 : 1 : 0], a3 = [1 : 0 : 0] and a4 = [1 : 1 : 1]
of P2.
We remark that the mapping class group M(0, 5) (the quotient of
the Artin braid group by the sphere and center relations into which
the fundamental group of M0,5 embeds - see §2.4 in [BFL+99] for
the details) coincides with p˜i1 (([M0,5/S5] , ∗), where [M0,5/S5] denotes
the orbifold quotient and p˜i1 is the orbifold fundamental group. By
the same token, an injection of the fundamental group of M0,5 into
p˜i1 (([M0,5/S4] , ∗) exists. The monodromy representation thereof (say
Q) is onto PU(2, 1;Z[ρ]) (cf. [Shi88]). Hence we have:
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1 pi1((P
1\{0, 1,∞})2\∆, (−→01,−→01)) p˜i1 (([M0,5/S4] , ∗) S4 1
1 Γ1 PU(2, 1;Z[ρ]) S4 1
P Q
However, our goal is to parallel the M0,4 case as closely as possible so
we would like to give a representation of a group of paths onM0,5 itself
onto PU(2, 1;Z[ρ]). This will take more work.
A presentation for S4 is
< s1, s2, s3 | s21 = s22 = s23 = (s1s2)3 = (s1s3)2 = (s2s3)3 = e >
so once and for all set s1 = (12), s2 = (24) and s3 = (34).
The S4 action onM0,5 induces an action on the set, say B, of tangential
basepoints for (P1\{0, 1,∞})2\∆ at the points aj, 1 ≤ j ≤ 4, “at
infinity”. At each aj lie four of the sixty tangential basepoints ofM0,5
(cf. [BFL+99], §1.3.3 (ii)). Consequently some choices are required to
make the S4 action on B explicit. The version of this action we give
here was chosen in such a way that the action of the transposition (14)
reverses the direction of the tangential arrows, since under Shiga’s S4
action this transposition induces the automorphism (x, y) 7→ (1−x, 1−
y) of (P1\{0, 1,∞})2\∆.
The 16 tangential basepoints of B are permuted under the S4 action
generated by the following automorphisms (recall that we are fixing
real x0 and y0 in P
1\{0, 1,∞} with 1 < x0 < y0):
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Basepoint (12) (24) (34)
(
−→
01,
−→
01) (
−→
1x0,
−−→∞y0) (−→01,−→0∞) (−→01,−→0∞)
(
−→
01,
−→
0∞) (−→10,−→∞0) (−→01,−→01) (−→01,−→01)
(
−→
0∞,−→01) (−→10,−−→∞y0) (−→0∞,−→0∞) (−→0∞,−→0∞)
(
−→
0∞,−→0∞) (−→1x0,−→∞0) (−→0∞,−→01) (−→0∞,−→01)
(
−→
10,
−→
10) (
−→
10,
−→
1x0) (
−→
10,
−→∞0) (−→∞0,−→10)
(
−→
10,
−→
1x0) (
−→
10,
−→
10) (
−→
1x0,
−−→∞y0) (−−→∞y0,−→1x0)
(
−→
1x0,
−→
1x0) (
−→
1x0,
−→
10) (
−→
10,−−→∞y0) (−−→∞y0,−→10)
(
−→
1x0,
−→
10) (
−→
1x0,
−→
1x0) (
−→
1x0,
−→∞0) (−→∞0,−→1x0)
(
−→
10,
−→∞0) (−→01,−→0∞) (−→10,−→10) (−→1x0,−−→∞y0)
(
−→
10,−−→∞y0) (−→0∞,−→01) (−→1x0,−→1x0) (−→1x0,−→∞0)
(
−→
1x0,
−−→∞y0) (−→01,−→01) (−→10,−→1x0) (−→10,−→∞0)
(
−→
1x0,
−→∞0) (−→0∞,−→0∞) (−→1x0,−→10) (−→10,−−→∞y0)
(
−→∞0,−→10) (−−→∞y0,−→1x0) (−−→∞y0,−→1x0) (−→10,−→10)
(
−→∞0,−→1x0) (−−→∞y0,−→10) (−−→∞y0,−→10) (−→1x0,−→10)
(−−→∞y0,−→1x0) (−→∞0,−→10) (−→∞0,−→10) (−→10,−→1x0)
(−−→∞y0,−→10) (−→∞0,−→1x0) (−→∞0,−→1x0) (−→1x0,−→1x0)
Using this action it is now possible to identify a group of homotopy
classes of paths in the fundamental groupoid Π1((P
1\{0, 1,∞})2\∆;B),
(which consists of all homotopy classes of paths emanating from any of
the tangential basepoints in B which also end in such a point), which
surjects onto PU(2, 1;Z[ρ]).
We begin by introducing useful notation: reminiscent of the notation
s and t in §1.1, let sx denote any tangential path along the real axis
from a given tangential basepoint (
−→
ab,
−→
cd) to (
−→
ba,
−→
cd), unless
−→
ab = −−→∞y0
in which case sx runs to
−−→x0y0. Here a, b, c, d are among {0, 1,∞, x0, y0}
but the first symbol in the x-coordinate is never y0 and the first symbol
in the y-coordinate is never x0; and when the first symbol in the x-
coordinate is x0 the first symbol in the y-coordinate is not y0. Similarly
denote by sy the analogue of sx when the x and y coordinates are
switched. Also, let tx be a loop tangential to the real line, from (
−→
ab,
−→
cd)
to (−→ae,−→cd) where b 6= e, which lies in the upper half plane (in the
x−coordinate) when −→ab points in the positive direction along the real
axis and −→ae points in the negative direction; and lies in the lower half
plane otherwise. Again let ty denote the analogous loop when the x
and y coordinates are switched. Of course, each of sx, sy, tx and ty is
an abuse of notation since each represents eight different paths at once,
depending on the point at which the path is based.
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Now let σ ∈ S4. With a similar abuse of notation, let rσ denote the
path (in fact a family of paths) from any given tangential basepoint
in B to its image basepoint under the action of σ determined by the
S4 action on B given above, which consists of the minimal number of
concatenated paths from among sx, sy, tx and ty, unless rσ = (sx, sy) in
which case it should be replaced by (t2x◦sx, sy). For example, viewed as
a path emanating from (
−→
01,
−→
01), r(12) is the path to (
−→
1x0,
−−→∞y0) which
in the x-coordinate is the concatenation of sx (from
−→
01 to
−→
10) followed
by tx (here in the lower half plane) and in the y-coordinate is ty (in the
upper half plane) followed by sy from
−→
0∞ to −→∞0 and then ty (again in
the upper half plane). This path is pictured below:
0 1∞ x0 y0sx
>
>
tx
<
ty
<
ty
sy
<
0 1∞ x0 y0
On the other hand, based at the tangential basepoint (
−→
10,
−→∞0), r(12)
would be comprised of the paths sx in the x- and sy in the y-coordinates
respectively, since (12) maps this basepoint to (
−→
01,
−→
0∞), which is the
exceptional case in which we replace the x-coordinate by t2x ◦ sx (a
technical requirement in order to ensure that we end up with a group
operation when we later compose paths in a specific way).
For a given rσ let r
−1
σ denote the path which agrees with rσ−1 except
that every tx and every ty appearing in rσ−1 is replaced by its complex
conjugate path. This is exactly the path which runs in the opposite
direction to rσ, from suitable tangential basepoints so that the con-
catenation of the two paths is the trivial path. Notice that r−1σ is not
necessarily the same as any rτ for any τ ∈ S4.
Now we can define a multiplication of paths of the form of rσ and r
−1
σ
where σ ∈ S4, viewed as paths based at some fixed basepoint, in the
obvious way. Once and for all fix the basepoint (
−→
01,
−→
01). Any of the
rσ or r
−1
σ which emanate from this basepoint terminate in some other
basepoint of B and therefore it is possible to concatenate such paths.
Let us denote the concatenation by ⊙.
Then rσ ⊙ r−1σ is the identity path, while rσ ⊙ rτ in general does not
equal rτ◦σ. For example, r(12) 6= r−1(12). In particular, r(12) ◦r(12) is a loop
about 1 in the x-component and a loop about ∞ in the y-component,
both oriented positively, when based at (
−→
01,
−→
01). By construction, the
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concatenation of paths does however respect the underlying S4-action
on B, with r−1σ mapping between the same basepoints as does rσ−1 , and
rτ◦σ running between the same basepoints as rσ ⊙ rτ .
Denote by G(4)(01,01) the group of paths which begin at (
−→
01,
−→
01), and which
are generated as described above by the ⊙ product of rσ and r−1σ for
σ ∈ {(12), (24), (23)}. We will show that the surjective homomor-
phism of G(4)(01,01) onto S4 implicit in the construction factors through
PU(2, 1;Z[ρ]).
In order to achieve this, we require a presentation for PU(2, 1;Z[ρ])
given in [FP06], which it is convenient to express in terms of explicit
matrices which we derive from the Shiga generators of the monodromy
representation listed above.
First, as in [FP06] we introduce the involution
R =

 0 0 10 −1 0
1 0 0


which will play an important role in what follows.
The following group elements will also be distinguished:
A1 : =

 1 0 00 −ρ2 0
0 0 1

 Ay : =

 1 1 ρ0 −ρ2 ρ2
0 0 1


A0 : =

 1 0 0ρ −ρ2 0
ρ ρ 1

 Ay,0 : =

 0 0 −ρ
2 − 1
0 1 0
−1− ρ2 0 1− ρ2

 .
These matrices were chosen because they satisfy A2k = g(δk) for k =
0, 1, y and {y, 0}. Along with R, the Ak generate PU(2, 1;Z[ρ]). (In
fact R, A0 and A1 suffice as generators.)
The matrices R1 = A1, R2 = R
−1AyR and R3 = R
−1A0R (where
R−1 = R and [A1, R] = I) agree with generators for PU(2, 1;Z[ρ])
given in [FP06] (with the same Rj notation), where the presentation
PU(2, 1;Z[ρ]) ≃< R1, R2, R3 | R61 = R62 = R63 = (R3R2R1)4 = I;
RjRj+1Rj = Rj+1RjRj+1 for j ∈ {1, 2, 3} mod 3;
R1R2R3R1 = R3R1R2R3 >
is shown to hold.
Lemma 2.1. The mapping
Υ : PU(2, 1;Z[ρ])→ S4
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defined by
R1 7→ s1 ↔ (12)
R2 7→ s2 ↔ (24)
R3 7→ s−12 s3s2 ↔ (23)
is a surjective homomorphism.
Proof of Lemma: One checks that the relations on the Rj are com-
patible with those on the sk. The surjectivity follows since the images
s1, s2 and s
−1
2 s3s2 form a generating set for S4. 
Because R = [(R1R3R3)
−2R1R2R
−1
1 (R1R2R3)
−2R1R2]
2 = (R3R1R2)
2
(cf. [FP06]), one checks that Υ : R 7→ (12)(34).
Notice that in each of the generators of G(4)(01,01), in each occurrence, tx
and ty are positively oriented. This is essentially why we have the
Proposition 2.2. G(4)(01,01) is a free group.
Proof. Suppose instead that a relation r(a1b1) ⊙ · · · ⊙ r(akbk) = 1 (with
(ajbj) ∈ {(12), (23), (24)} for j = 1, . . . , k) exists among the generators
of G(4)(01,01). Then by construction also
(a1b1) · · · (akbk) = e
in S4. Now we know that the relations among the transpositions (12),
(23) and (24) are generated by (12)2 = (23)2 = (24)2 = e and ((12)(23))3 =
((12)(24))3 = ((23)(24))3 = e. One checks easily that none of the cor-
responding products in the r(ajbj) give the identity path in G(4)(10,∞0).
Indeed, each of r(12), r(24) and r(23) has infinite order; and of the other
relevant paths to consider, the simplest is
(r(23) ⊙ r(24)) = (1, t6y)
which is also of infinite order. 
Corollary 2.3. The mapping
T : G(4)(01,01) → PU(2, 1;Z[ρ])
given by
r(12) 7→ R1
r(24) 7→ R2
r(23) 7→ R3
is a surjective homomorphism.
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Proof. Since G(4)(01,01) is a free group the map induced by generators is
a homomorphism; and it is surjective since R1, R2 and R3 generate
PU(2, 1;Z[ρ]). 
Denote the kernel of the surjection of G(4)(01,01) onto S4 by Γ(4)(01,01). Notice
that it consists of those elements of the fundamental group pi1((P
1\{0, 1,∞})2\∆, (−→01,−→01))
which lie in G(4)(01,01).
Recall that Γ1 denotes the monodromy representation for M0,5, for
which Shiga’s matrix generators were recorded above. Then it again
follows immediately that we have the
Corollary 2.4. The mapping
U : Γ(4)(01,01) → Γ1
induced by T is a surjective homomorphism.
U can also be given very explicitly since one can check that (the iso-
morphic copy of) the monodromy representation Γ1 which embeds
into PU(2, 1;Z[ρ]) as given by the above presentation is generated by
R21 = g(δ1), R
2
2 = R
−1g(δy)R,R
2
3 = R
−1g(δ0)R, (R1R2)
3 = g(δy,∞),
(R1R2R3R
−1
2 )
2 = R−1g(δ1)g(δy,0)R and (R
2
2R3R
−1
2 )
3 = R−1g(δ0)g(δy,0)g(δy)R.
2.2. Picard period polynomials. In order to define Picard period
polynomials by analogy with the usual (elliptic) period polynomials
discussed in §1.2, we first assemble the relevant constructions and def-
initions.
Following [Shi88], define a Picard modular form (respectively a Picard
meromorphic modular form) of weight k relative to a subgroup G of
PU(2, 1;Z[ρ]) to be any holomorphic (respectively meromorphic) func-
tion f(z1, z2) on the two dimensional complex ball H
2
C which satisfies
(19) f(g(z1, z2)) = (det g)
−k(g20z1 + g21z2 + g22)
3kf(z1, z1)
for any g = (gij)i,j=0,1,2 ∈ G. Here g(z1, z2) is defined via the action of
g on [η0 : η1 : η2] ∈ P2(C) with the identifications z1 = η0η2 and z2 =
η1
η2
.
As Shiga points out, one checks that
(20)
∂(g(z1, z2))
∂(z1, z2)
=
det g
(g20z1 + g21z2 + g22)3
=: jg(z1, z2).
In other words, (19) is of the form
(21) f(z1, z2) = j
k
g (z1, z2)f(g(z1, z2))
where jg denotes the Jacobian determinant given by (20). Note that
the equations given here adhere to the conventions of [FP06] for the
PU(2, 1;Z[ρ]) action on H2C - i.e. we identify PU(2, 1;Z[ρ]) with Γ in
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(17) and label the coordinates on H2C according to the ordering given
in (16).
Next, we remark that the (left) action induced by the transpose of the
inverse tg−1, multiplied by a cubed root of det g, turns out to give a
suitable action of g = (gij)i,j=0,1,2 ∈ PU(2, 1;Z[ρ]) on the polynomial
ring Z[ρ][X0, X1, X2]3n of homogeneous polynomials in the variables
X0, X1 and X2 of degree 3n for some fixed n ≥ 1 with coefficients in
Z[ρ]. Given a general element A = (aij)i,j=0,1,2 of PU(2, 1;Z[ρ]) the
inverse is
A−1 =

 a22 a12 a02a21 a11 a01
a20 a10 a00


-i.e. A−1 = (bij)i,j=0,1,2 where bij = a(2−j)(2−i). Hence this action is
given by:
(22) Xk 7→ (det g)1/3
2∑
j=0
g(2−k)(2−j)Xj
for k = 0, 1, 2. Here det g is some sixth root of unity for any g ∈
PU(2, 1;Z[ρ]) but notice that since we are working only with the action
on homogeneous polynomials of degree divisible by 3, the choice of the
cubed root is irrelevant. Also, since the sixth roots of unity lie in Z[ρ]
we don’t need to enlarge the ring of coefficients.
Suppose that f(z1, z2) denotes a Picard modular form of weight k rel-
ative to a subgroup G of PU(2, 1;Z[ρ]). By combining (19), (20) and
(22) one checks that
f(z1, z2;X0, X1, X2)dz1∧dz2 := f(z1, z2)(z1X0+z2X1+X2)3k−3dz1∧dz2
is invariant under the action of G.
To obtain Picard modular forms for the full group PU(2, 1;Z[ρ]) and
not merely subgroups thereof, we need to work a little harder. In
[Run97] Runge used a method he developed to determine rings of Siegel
modular forms, to find a presentation of the ring of Picard modu-
lar forms for the full group PU(2, 1;Z[ρ]), generalizing earlier work of
Holzapfel [Hol86] and Shiga [Shi88]. In doing so, he introduced the
notion of “Picard type”: let M denote an element of finite order in
Sp(3,Z) and let H(M) be the connected complex submanifold of the
Siegel upper half space H3 consisting of those points which are fixed by
the action of M . If ΓM denotes the centralizer of M in Sp(3,Z), then
he shows that ΓM\H(M) is the Picard moduli variety (in the sense
that the coarse moduli space of Picard curves is dense therein - see
Proposition 4 in [Run97]), and M is referred to as the Picard type. A
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holomorphic function f on H3 which for every
γ =
[
Aγ Bγ
Cγ Dγ
]
in ΓM satisfies
(23) f(τ) = jkγ (τ) · f(γ(τ))
(where jγ(τ) denotes the Jacobian determinant Cγτ +Dγ), is called a
Picard modular form of weight k and Picard type M . (Here γ has the
usual action on τ ∈ H3 - namely γ(τ) = (Aγτ +Bγ) · (Cγτ +Dγ)−1.)
Now it is known that the period matrix
(24) Ω(z1, z2) =


2ρ2z1+z22
1−ρ
ρ2z2
ρ2z1−ρz22
ρ−1
ρ2z2 −ρ2 z2
ρ2z1−ρz22
ρ−1
z2
2z1+z22
(1−ρ)ρ


gives a mapping, say Ψ, from H2C with the action of PU(2, 1;Z[ρ])
into H3 with the action of Sp(3,Z). In [Hol86], Holzapfel gives an
explicit correspondence between PU(2, 1;Z[ρ]) and a certain subgroup
of Sp(3,Z). This correspondence is defined in such a way that Ψ carries
the PU(2, 1;Z[ρ]) action to the Sp(3,Z) action. (See Lemma 2.27 in
[Hol86]). Under these correspondences it then follows that the defining
equations of Picard modular forms given by (21) and (23) coincide.
In Runge’s formalism, when the Picard type is
M =


0 0 0 −1 0 0
0 0 0 0 −1 0
0 0 −1 0 0 1
1 0 0 −1 0 0
0 1 0 0 −1 0
0 0 −1 0 0 0


it turns out that ΓM ≃ PU(2, 1;Z[ρ]). Runge found the ring of Picard
modular forms of type M is a polynomial ring in certain homogeneous
polynomials in the theta constants
(25) fk(Ω) := θ
[
k
0
]
(0, 2Ω) :=
∑
n∈Z3
exp(2pii t(n+ k)Ω(n+ k))
where Ω ∈ H3 and k is one of
1 :=

 10
0

 , 2 :=

 01
0

 , or 3 :=

 11
0

 .
See Appendix A for two of the explicit generating polynomials.
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Thanks to the period mapping of (24), these functions may be regarded
as functions of the ball H2C. Then if f(z1, z2) is a Picard modular form
of type M for the entire group PU(2, 1;Z[ρ]), as above
f(z1, z2;X0, X1, X2)dz1∧dz2 := f(z1, z2)(z1X0+z2X1+X2)3k−3dz1∧dz2
will be invariant under the action of PU(2, 1;Z[ρ]).
Integrating this form over a certain domainD in H2C will give the Picard
period polynomials, so we turn next to a description of D.
To begin, we motivate the claim made above that R is an analogue of
the matrix S of PSL(2,Z). As in [FP06] let
P =

 1 1 ρ0 ρ −ρ
0 0 1


which is also an element of PU(2, 1;Z[ρ]). The subgroup generated
by P and R is a non-faithful representation of PSL(2,Z) in PU(2, 1),
from which PU(2, 1;Z[ρ]) may be recovered by adjoining an elliptic
element of order 6, for example R1. (See Proposition 5.10 in [FP06].)
The involution R is the image of the involution S of PSL(2,Z) in this
representation. Also following [FP06], denote the point [1 : 0 : 0] at
infinity for H2C by q∞ and define the isometric sphere SR of R as follows:
SR := {z ∈ H2C : | < q∞, z > | = | < q∞, Rz > |}.
The action of R on SR is most easily understood via geographical co-
ordinates, which are the natural coordinates to emphasize properties
of SR (and other similarly defined isometric spheres) shown in work of
Mostow and Goldman to be satisfied by so-called bisectors, of which
these are examples. See [FP06] for more details. A straightforward cal-
culation shows that on SR we can take z1 = −eiθ where θ ∈ [−pi/2, pi/2].
It’s then convenient to set
z2 = re
iα+iθ/2.
With this choice, the points of SR are those for which r ∈ [−
√
2 cos θ,
√
2 cos θ]
and α ∈ [−pi/2, pi/2).
Now a trivial calculation shows that R maps SR to itself by sending
the point with geographical coordinates (r, θ, α) to the point (r,−θ, α).
The points of SR for which θ = 0 are therefore fixed by the R-action.
Denote this set of points by i3, since it is the analogue of the fixed
point i ∈ H of S.
The so-called horospherical coordinates on H2C will also be useful: again
as in [FP06] let N denote the Heisenberg group C×R with group law
given by
(a1, t1) · (a2, t2) = (a1 + a2, t1 + t2 −ℑ(a1a2)).
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Then N × R+ parameterizes H2C as follows:
(a, t, u) 7→
[−|a|2 − u+ it
2
: a : 1
]
In these coordinates, one sees that
SR = {(a, t, u) ∈ N × R+ : ||a|2 + u+ it| = 2}
and then it’s easy to show that the R-action on H2C is a reflection across
this isometric sphere.
This is a precise analogue of the action of S on PSL(2,Z) with respect
to the geodesic arc |z| = 1 in the upper half space H: indeed, define
the Hermitian form < w, z >= wz for w, z in H, consider 1 as a cusp
of H and then set
US := {z ∈ H : < 1, z >=< 1, Sz >}.
It’s clear that US is the upper half of the circle |z| = 1 and that S,
which acts on H by z 7→ −1
z
is a reflection across this arc.
Not only is i ∈ US fixed by S in the same way that the points of i3 ∈ SR
are fixed by R; but the S-action interchanges the center 0 of US and
i∞, while the R-action switches the center (0, 0, 0) (in horospherical
coordinates) of the isometric sphere SR and q∞.
Next we consider fixed points of the generators in the generating set
{R1, R2, R3}. In the PSL(2,Z) case, T fixes i∞ and the path of inte-
gration for the period polynomials is comprised of the path from i∞
(the fixed point of T ) to i (the fixed point of S on US), together with the
image thereof under S itself. In the PU(2, 1;Z[ρ]) setting, one checks
that R1 fixes both (0, 0, 0) = [0 : 0 : 1] and q∞, and shares with R the
fixed point [−1 : 0 : 1] ∈ i3. R2 fixes [0 : 0 : 1] and [−1 : −ρ : 1] ∈ i3
while R3 fixes q∞ and [−1 : 1 : 1] ∈ i3. Within i3 consider the path
j3 comprising the geodesic of H
2
C from the fixed point [−1 : −ρ : 1]
of R2 to the fixed point [−1 : 0 : 1] of R1, followed by the geodesic
from [−1 : 0 : 1] to the fixed point [−1 : 1 : 1] of R2. In summary, j3
comprises the geodesics running from [−1 : −ρ : 1] to [−1 : 0 : 1] to
[−1 : 1 : 1] oriented in the order given.
Now define the domain D in H2C, which is to serve as the analogue of
the line from i∞ through i to 0 in H, to consist of the union of all
geodesics from q∞ to the points of j3, together with the union of the
images of these lines under the R-action, each oriented from a point of
j3 to [0 : 0 : 1]. To describe this hyperplane more precisely, note that in
horospherical coordinates, the geodesic from a point (a, t, u) ∈ N ×R+
to q∞ is
l(a,t,u) = {(a, t, w) ∈ N × R+ : w ≥ u}
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(cf. [FP06]). In these coordinates we have
j3 = {(e−ipi/3(1− b), 0, 2− (1− b)2) ∈ N × R+ : b ∈ [0, 1]}
∪ {(c, 0, 2− c2) ∈ N × R+ : c ∈ [0, 1]},
so for any point (a, 0, w) on j3, one computes in projective coordinates
l(a,0,w) = {[−1− u
2
: a : 1] : u ∈ [0,∞)},
the image of which under R is
R ∗ l(a,0,w) =
{[
− 2
2 + u
:
2a
2 + u
: 1
]
: u ∈ [0,∞)
}
.
Therefore, if j3 is oriented as above,
D =
⋃
(a,0,w)∈j3
q∈[0,∞)
l(a,0,w+q) ∪
⋃
(a,0,w)∈j3
q∈[0,∞)
R ∗ l(a,0,w+q)
may be visualized (in affine coordinates) as two sides of the surface
of a triangular prism in R × C which extends from infinity along the
negative real axis towards the omitted vertex (0, 0).
Finally we define the Picard period polynomial associated to the Picard
modular form f of type M as
Pf(X0, X1, X2) :=
∫
D
f(z1, z2)(z1X0 + z2X1 +X2)
3k−3 dz1 ∧ dz2.
First we must establish the
Proposition 2.5. The integral Pf(X0, X1, X2) converges.
Proof. Recall that the domain D of integration is the union of the set
(say L) of geodesics from the point at infinity q∞ to the points of j3,
together with the (suitably re-oriented) image thereof under the action
of R (for which we write R ∗ L).
Then, should Pf(X0, X1, X2) converge, it may be written as a sum of
integrals over the two respective regions L and R ∗ L. Consider the
integral over R ∗ L:∫
R∗L
f(z1, z2)(z1X0 + z2X1 +X2)
3k−3 dz1 ∧ dz2.
= −
∫
L
f(R−1(z1, z2))(R
−1(z1)X0 +R
−1(z2)X1 +X2)
3k−3∂R
−1(z1, z2)
∂(z1, z2)
dz1 ∧ dz2
where R−1(z1) and R
−1(z2) is shorthand for the action of R
−1 on each
of z1 and z2 coming from the action on (z1, z2) as before, and the
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sign change comes from the reorientation. But f(z1, z2)(z1X0+ z2X1+
X2)
3k−3 dz1 ∧ dz2 is invariant under the action of R = R−1. Therefore
f(R−1(z1, z2))(R
−1(z1)X0 +R
−1(z2)X1 +X2)
3k−3∂R
−1(z1, z2)
∂(z1, z2)
dz1 ∧ dz2
= f(z1, z2)(z1X2 − z2X1 +X0)3k−3 dz1 ∧ dz2
since the action ofR on (X0, X1, X2) gives (X2,−X1, X0). By the above
expression for the integral over R∗L in terms of an integral over L, we
can conclude that the integral over R ∗ L converges if and only if the
integral over L converges.
Now R ∗ q∞ = [0 : 0 : 1] and one checks that at this point,
θ
[
k
0
]
(0, 2Ω(0, 0)) =
∑
(n0,n1,n2)∈Z3
exp(2pii (−1)(n1 + δk21/2)2ρ2))
where δk2 equals 1 when k = 2 and is 0 otherwise. But this sum is
finite since ℑ(ρ2) < 0. Because R ∗L∪R ∗ q∞ is compact one sees that
the integral over R ∗L converges, and thus the integral over the entire
domain D does too. 
In order to obtain the exact analogue of Theorem 1.1 in this context,
we would require information pertaining to the image of D under the
uniformization map Ψ : H2C → M0,5. Shiga found this map explicitly
in terms of theta functions (cf. Proposition I-3 of [Shi88]), but it is very
difficult to compute even in the simplest cases. Instead of taking this
approach, we will prove directly (working in H2C) that each relation on
PU(2, 1;Z[ρ]) gives rise to a relation on the period polynomials, from
which it follows immediately that any contractible path in G(4)(01,01) also
does.
The presentation of PU(2, 1;Z[ρ]) which is most convenient to use here
comes from the representation of PSL(2,Z) given by S 7→ R and T 7→
P ; to which R1 is adjoined (again see Proposition 5.10 in [FP06]):
PU(2, 1;Z[ρ]) =< R,P,R1|R2 = (RP )6 = R61 = [R1, R] = PR−11 P−1R−11 P = I >
Theorem 2.6. The period polynomial Pf(X0, X1, X2) for the Picard
modular form f of type M and weight k satisfies the following relations
corresponding to defining relations on PU(2, 1;Z[ρ]) :
(26) Pf(X0, X1, X2) = −Pf (X2,−X1, X0)
corresponding to R2 = I;
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(27)
Pf(X0, X1, X2) + (−ρ2)k−1Pf(X0,−ρX1, X2) + ρk−1Pf(X0, ρ2X1, X2)
+(−1)k−1Pf (X0,−X1, X2)+ρ2k−2Pf(X0, ρX1, X2)+(−ρ)k−1Pf (X0,−ρ2X1, X2) = 0
corresponding to R61 = I;
(28) Pf(X0, X1, X2) + ρ
k−1Pf(ρ
2X0 +X1 +X2, ρ
2X0 − ρ2X1, X0)
+ ρ2k−2Pf(ρ
2X2, ρ
2X2 −X1, ρ2X0 +X1 +X2) = 0
corresponding to (RP )3 = I;
(29) Pf(X2, ρX1, X0) + Pf (X0,−ρX1, X2) = 0
coming from [R,R1] = I; and the pair of relations
(30) Pf(X0, X1, X2) + ρ
k−1Pf(X0,−ρ2X0 + ρ2X1, ρ2X0 +X1 +X2)
= (−ρ2)k−1Pf(X0, ρX0 − ρX1, ρ2X0 +X1 +X2)
and
(31) Pf(X0, X1, X2) + ρ
2k−2Pf (X0, X0 + ρX1, ρX0 − ρX1 +X2)
= (−ρ)k−1Pf(X0,−ρX0 − ρ2X1, ρX0 − ρX1 +X2)
coming from PR−11 P
−1R−11 P = I.
Proof. Since R maps D to itself but reverses each of the paths in the
variable z1 from q∞ to a point of j3 to [0 : 0 : 1],
Pf(X0, X1, X2)
= −
∫
R(D)
f(z1, z2)(z1X0 + z2X1 +X2)
3k−3 dz1 ∧ dz2
= −
∫
D
f(R−1(z1, z2))((R
−1z1)X0 + (R
−1z2)X1 +X2)
3k−3 dR−1z1 ∧ dR−1z2
= −
∫
D
f(z1, z2)(z1X0 + z2(−X1) +X2)3k−3 dz1 ∧ dz2
= −Pf (X0,−X1, X2),
using the invariance of the differential form under the action of R−1 =
R, along with the R-action on (X0, X1, X2) from (22).
Next, recall that R1 has order 6. From the definition it’s clear that R1
acts on D by rotation of the coordinate z2 of a point [z1 : z2 : 1] ∈ D
through 2pii·5
6
= −ρ - i.e. a rotation of the triangular region of which
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D is the boundary by pi/3 in the negative direction. It follows that
the union of the images R1(D) ∪ R21(D) ∪ R31(D) ∪ R41(D) ∪ R51(D)
taken with the reverse orientation of the variable z2, is homotopic to
D. Consequently
0 =
∫
D
+
∫
R1(D)
+
∫
R2
1
(D)
+
∫
R3
1
(D)
+
∫
R4
1
(D)
+
∫
R5
1
(D)
f(z1, z2)(z1X0 + z2X1 +X2)
3k−3 dz1 ∧ dz2
and the second equation in the theorem follows as before.
To prove (28) we will work with the path γβ in D consisting of the
geodesic from q∞ to some fixed point β of j3 together with the path
from β to [0 : 0 : 1] which is the image thereof under R (with reversed
orientation) and show that γβ ∪ (RP )γβ ∪ (RP )2γβ is a (contractible)
triangle in H2C. The claim follows then from the fact that
D =
⋃
β∈j3
γβ.
First observe that RP acts as follows on the cusps of D :
q∞
RP7→ [0 : 0 : 1] RP7→ [ρ2 : 1 : 1] RP7→ q∞.
But then any γβ is mapped by RP to a path from [0 : 0 : 1] to [ρ
2 : 1 : 1],
which in turn maps to a path from [ρ2 : 1 : 1] to q∞. Since each of these
is comprised of geodesics because the elements of PU(2, 1;Z[ρ]) pre-
serve the topology on H2C, these paths are mutually non-intersecting,
and therefore they form the boundary of a triangle. Because the inte-
gral giving the Picard period polynomial is defined at the cusps, the
integral over this triangle is zero. Repeating this for each β in j3, it
follows that
0 =
∫
D
+
∫
RP (D)
+
∫
(RP )2(D)
f(z1, z2)(z1X0 + z2X1 +X2)
3k−3 dz1 ∧ dz2
from which a similar calculation as above yields (28).
Next consider the action of R, R1◦R, R−1◦R1◦R and R−11 ◦R−1◦R1◦R
successively on D. As discussed above the involution R reflects D
about j3. Then R1 rotates that image by −pi3 ; and this 2-simplex is
in turn reflected about the image therein of j3. R
−1
1 finally acts by a
rotation about z2 = 0 of
pi
3
so that the final image is D itself. Above
we established the equation (26) and here the reflection produced by
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R on (R1 ◦R)(D) similarly gives
(32) 0 =
∫
(R1R)(D)
f(z1, z2)(z1X0 + z2X1 +X2)
3k−3 dz1 ∧ dz2
+
∫
(RR1R)(D)
f(z1, z2)(z1X0 + z2X1 +X2)
3k−3 dz1 ∧ dz2
from which (29) follows.
Finally, in considering the palindromic relation
(33) PR−11 P
−1R−11 R = I,
recall the idea used in the proof of Proposition 2.5: as before if L
denotes the points of D lying on geodesics from q∞ to points of j3,
then as explained in that proof, we can write
(34) Pf(X0, X1, X2) =
∫
L
f(z1, z2)(z1X0 + z2X1 +X2)
3k−3 dz1 ∧ dz2
−
∫
L
f(z1, z2)(z1X2 − z2X1 +X0)3k−3 dz1 ∧ dz2
Notice that here, for any A ∈ PU(2, 1;Z[ρ]), if we compute∫
A(D)
f(z1, z2)(z1X2 − z2X1 +X0)3k−3 dz1 ∧ dz2
by viewing it as∫
A(L)
+
∫
A(RL)
f(z1, z2)(z1X0 + z2X1 +X2)
3k−3 dz1 ∧ dz2,
we still obtain
(35)
∫
L
f(z1, z2)(z1A(X0) + z2A(X1) + A(X2))
3k−3 dz1 ∧ dz2
−
∫
L
f(z1, z2)(z1A(X2)− z2A(X1) + A(X0))3k−3 dz1 ∧ dz2
using the invariance of f(z1, z2)(z1X0+ z2X1+X2)
3k−3 dz1∧ dz2 under
PU(2, 1;Z[ρ]) because the action on (X0, X1, X2) used in the second
integral is that of (R−1A−1)−1 = AR. (Indeed, set (RX0, RX1, RX2) =
(A−1Y0, A
−1Y1, A
−1Y2), use the A-invariance of the 2-form to get the
expression f(z1, z2)(z1Y0 + z2Y1 + Y2)
3k−3 dz1 ∧ dz2 and finally replace
Yj by (AR)Xj for j = 0, 1, 2.)
Hence we need only consider the images of L under the successive
factors of the relation (33), as opposed to considering the entire D.
Denote by mα the geodesic from q∞ to a point α of j3. It turns out that
P , R−11 and P
−1 act (successively) on certain specific geodesics mα as
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follows:
m[−1:−ρ:1]
P7→ m[−1:1:1] R
−1
17→ m[−1:ρ:1] P
−17→ m[ρ2:0:1] R
−1
17→ m[ρ2:0:1] P7→ m[−1:−ρ:1]
and
m[−1:1:1]
P7→ m[ρ:0:1] R
−1
17→ m[ρ:0:1] P
−17→ m[−1:1:1] R
−1
17→ m[−1:−ρ:1] P7→ m[−1:1:1]
To ease the discussion, let us refer to the geodesicm[−1:1:1] and its image
in each successive image of L as the leading edge of the 2-simplex, and
similarly refer to m[−1:−ρ:1] and its images as the trailing edges.
With further elementary calculations one sees that P acts by trans-
lating L so that the geodesic m[−1:−ρ:1] lands on m[−1:1:1] and m[−1:1:1]
is moved to m[ρ:0:1]. Next R
−1
1 acts as a rotation about the geodesic
m[ρ:0:1]; and P
−1 translates this rotated image of L so that the leading
edge lands on m[−1:1:1] and the trailing edge becomes m[ρ2:0:1]. Another
rotation under the action of R−11 follows - this time aboutm[ρ2:0:1]. This
maps the leading edge tom[−1:−ρ:1] and finally P gives a translation onto
the original L.
The following diagram is a schematic representing the image of j3 under
this succession of transformations, in which the edges marked H are
the images of the path from [−1 : −ρ : 1] to [−1 : 0 : 1]:
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[−1 : ρ : 1] [−1 : 1 : 1]
H
H
H
[ρ : 0 : 1]
[ρ2 : 0 : 1]
H
H
P−1
R1
P
R−11
As is clear from the diagram above, integrating along the 2-simplex L
followed by P (L) is the same as integrating along (R−11 P )(L). This
fact gives (30). Similarly, integrating along L reversing the orientation
in the variable z2 (i.e. from m[−1:1:1] to m[−1:−ρ:1]) then along P
−1(L) =
(R−11 P
−1R−11 P )(L) (with the same reversal of the z2-orientation) is the
same as integrating along (P−1R−11 P )(L) again with similar reversal of
orientation. From this fact the second equation (31) coming from this
relation can be shown to hold as before. 
Remarks. The equation (29) is clearly equivalent to (26).
Equation (28) is the Picard period polynomial analogue of the Manin
equation (15). Notice that our proof follows the classical approach
given for example in [Lan76] of integrating over triangles in the univer-
sal covering space rather than working in the moduli space directly as
we were able to do in the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Equations (30) and (31) are hexagonal-type equations similar to the
Manin relation (28) but which come out of the pentagonal equation
(33) on PU(2, 1;Z[ρ]). A geometric reason that we would not expect
a pentagonal equation to be faithfully represented on the symmetry
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relations satisfied by the Pf(X0, X1, X2) is that the orbit of any tan-
gential basepoint for a pentagonal path γ5 in M0,5 under the induced
S4 action on tangential basepoints does not include all of the other tan-
gential basepoints which occur in γ5 : indeed, as is explained in [Iha90],
an element of S5 of order 5 permutes these basepoints.
The computations needed for the proof show that the 2-simplex P (D)
and the 2-simplex (P−1R−11 P )(D) are complex conjugates of one an-
other. This gives the following further (non-trivial) relation on period
polynomials for Picard modular forms:
Pf(X0,−ρ2X0+ρ2X1, ρ2X0+X1+X2) = Pf(X0,−ρX0−ρ2X1, ρX0−ρX1+X2)
where Pf denotes complex conjugation.
Finally we remark that since we know that every relation on PU(2, 1;Z[ρ])
yields a relation on the period polynomials for Picard modular forms,
the relations coming from the presentation of PU(2, 1;Z[ρ]) using the
generators R1, R2 and R3 do so as well. For example, since R3 = PR
−1
1 ,
one can deduce R63 = I from R
6
1 = I along with repeated application
of PR−11 P
−1R−11 P = I - indeed, P
−1R1 = PR
−1
1 P
−1 so
I = P−1R61P = (P
−1R1)R
5
1P
= (PR−11 P
−1)R51P = (PR
−1
1 )(PR
−1
1 P
−1)R41P
= · · · = (PR−11 )6 = R63.
Consequently, through repeated application of 30 and 31 to 27, the
equation corresponding to R63 = I would result, namely
0 = Pf(X0, X1, X2) + Pf(X0,−ρ2X0 − ρX1, ρ2X0 − ρ2X1 +X2)
+ Pf(X0, (1− ρ2)X0 + ρ2X1, (ρ2 − 1)X0 + (1− ρ2)X1 +X2)
+ Pf(X0, 2X0 −X1,−2X0 + 2X1 +X2)
+ Pf(X0, (1− ρ)X0 + ρX1, (ρ− 1)X0 + (1− ρ)X1 +X2)
+ Pf(X0,−ρX0 − ρ2X1, ρX0 − ρX1 +X2).
Combining Theorem 2.6 with the monodromy mapping from §2.1 gives
the
Corollary 2.7. Every contractible path in pi1((P
1\{0, 1,∞})2\∆, (−→01,−→01)
gives a relation on Pf(X0, X1, X2) in the sense that one or more of the
equations in Theorem 2.6 can be associated with the path once it is
mapped into PU(2, 1;Z[ρ]).
This is certainly a less satisfactory result than Theorem 1.1. Al-
though we have an explicit description of Γ1 in terms of the paths
δj in (P
1\{0, 1,∞})2\∆ given by Shiga (see §1.1 above), the more ex-
plicit association of the paths in Γ
(4)
(01,01) with elements of PU(2, 1;Z[ρ])
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doesn’t yield any relations since it is itself a free group, as a subgroup
of a free group by Proposition 2.2. The interesting fact in this connec-
tion was mentioned in the introduction: as Ihara explains in [Iha90],
the pentagonal relation on paths in M0,5 runs between 5 specific tan-
gential basepoints which are permuted by the action of a 5-cycle in S5
on the canonical S5-action on the space. Consequently the S4-orbit of
any of these tangential basepoints does not include all of the others.
For this reason, any pentagonal path in M0,5 which gives rise to the
pentagonal relation on GT will not give rise to a five term relation on
the Picard period polynomials.
Appendix A. Runge’s ring of Picard modular forms for
PU(2, 1;Z[ρ])
For the notation and terminology used in this appendix, see §2.2 above.
In [Run97], Runge proved the following theorem:
Theorem [Runge]. The ring of Picard modular forms of Picard type
M is given by
C[P 26 , P12, P6P18, P
2
18]
where for j = 6, 12 and 18, Pj is a homogeneous polynomial of degree
j in the theta constants fk(Ω) of (25) (with k = 1, 2 or 3 as above).
Together these polynomials generate the ring of invariants of the poly-
nomial ring in the fk under the action of the group generated by
1
2

 −1 + i
√
3 0 0
i(1 +
√
3) −1 + i 1 + i
(2 +
√
3)(1− i) −1 + i −1− i


and
1
4

 0 −2 + 2i
√
3 0
−1 +√3− i− i√3 1 +√3− i+ i√3 −1 +√3− i− i√3
−1− 3√3− i− i√3 −1 +√3− i− i√3 −3 −√3 + i+ i√3

 .
Yet, Runge never gave the explicit polynomials which appear here.
Running Hawes’ InvariantRing package [Haw13] on Macaulay2 took
almost two weeks to complete on a state-of-the-art machine. For the
sake of facilitating explicit computations of at least some of the Picard
period polynomials, we reproduce the polynomials P6 and P12 below.
P18 has 190 terms.
P6 = (−23
8
iρ−23
16
i+
19
8
)f 6
1
+(−31
4
iρ−31
8
i+7)f 5
1
f2+(
55
8
iρ+
55
16
i−55
8
)f 4
1
f 2
2
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+(
15
2
iρ+
15
4
i−5)f 3
1
f 3
2
+(
55
8
iρ+
55
16
i− 55
8
)f 2
1
f 4
2
+(−31
4
iρ− 31
8
i+7)f1f
5
2
+(−23
8
iρ− 23
16
i+
19
8
)f 6
2
+ (−167
24
iρ− 113
12
− 167
24
ρ+
59
24
)f 5
1
f3
+(−235
24
iρ− 40
3
i− 235
24
ρ+
85
24
)f 4
1
f2f3 + (
65
12
iρ+
85
12
i+
65
12
ρ− 5
3
)f 3
1
f 2
2
f3
+(
65
12
iρ+
85
12
i+
65
12
ρ− 5
3
)f 2
1
f 3
2
f3 + (−235
24
iρ− 40
3
i− 235
24
ρ+
85
24
)f1f
4
2
f3
+(−167
24
iρ−113
12
i−167
24
ρ+
59
24
)f 5
2
f3+(−155
16
i−35
3
ρ−35
6
)f 4
1
f 2
3
+(−25
2
i−85
6
ρ−85
12
)f 3
1
f2f
2
3
+(−45
8
i−5ρ−5
2
)f 2
1
f 2
2
f 2
3
+(−25
2
i−85
6
ρ−85
12
)f1f
3
2
f 2
3
+(−155
16
i−35
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